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Montessori’s Ten Commandments 

 

1. Never touch the child unless invited by him (in some form or another).    

 

2. Never speak ill of the child in his presence or absence. 

 

3. Concentrate on strengthening and helping the development of what is good in the child so that its 

presence leaves less and less space for bad. 

 

4. Be active in preparing the environment: take meticulous and constant care of it and help the child 

establish constructive relations with it. Show the proper place where developmental materials are to be 

kept and demonstrate their use. 

 

5.  Be ever ready to answer the call of the child who needs you and ever listen and respond to the 

child who appeals to you. 

 

6.  Respect the child who makes a mistake and can then or later correct himself.  Stop firmly and 

immediately any misuse of the environment and any actions which endangers the child, his 

development, or that of others. 

 

7. Respect the child who takes rest or watches others working or ponders over what he himself has done or 

will do. Neither call him nor force him to other forms of activity. 

 

8. Help those who are in search of activity and cannot find it. 

 

9. Be untiring in repeating presentations to the child who refused them earlier; in helping the child acquire 

what is not yet his own and overcome imperfections. Do this by animating the environment with care 

and purposefulness, with silence, with mild words and a loving presence. Make your ready presence felt 

to the child who searches and hide from the child who has found. 

 

10. Ever treat the child with the best of good manners and offer him the best you have yourself, and at your 

disposal. 

 

 

Source: Preface to Around the Child, AMI, Calcutta India, Vol. 7, 1967 
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